Abstract

This paper discusses the usefulness of human body-parts tracking for acquiring subtle cues in social interactions. While many kinds of body-parts tracking algorithms have been proposed, we focus on particle filtering-based tracking using prior models, which have several advantages for researches on social interactions. As a first step for extracting subtle cues from videos of social interaction behaviors, the advantages, disadvantages, and prospective properties of the body-parts tracking using prior models are summarized with actual results.

1. Introduction

Video analysis is popular and the most important tool to analyze human behavior in varieties of research field. In autism spectrum disorder (ASD) research, it is reported that autistic individuals shows specific behaviors such as stereotypy, compulsive behavior, sameness, ritualistic behavior, restricted behavior and self-injury[1]. It is also reported that many patients have motor signed such as poor motor planning or toe walking[2]. We believe these abnormal behaviors can be automatically found by using computer vision / machine learning frameworks. For example, Wang and their colleagues introduced a machine learning idea to find repetitive structures from a video[3], in particular to find the scene of social games played with parents and infants. In body-parts tracking studies, priors in human body configurations contribute to robust and accurate estimations in human body joint positions/angles[4]. These priors show the probability of human body configurations and obtained through mathematical models such as GPLVM[7] and GPDM[8]. Body-parts tracking using those prior models has advantages for understanding social interactions; 1) priors allow us to track body parts robustly to occlusion caused by the interactions, 2) latent probabilistic models representing the priors show subtle but fundamental differences between different kinds of behaviors, which are crucial for fine-grained behavior classification, and 3) particle filtering in the low-dimensional latent spaces enables real-time tracking required for online feedbacks in order to control the interactions.

In this work, we tackle the problem to obtain the smooth trajectories of body parts in videos by using prior models. Other promising approaches for body-parts tracking are also mentioned at the end of the paper.

2. Parts Tracking and Behavior Classification

Gaussian Process Dynamical Models (GPDM)[8] provide us dimensionality reduction and temporally-smooth transition in the low-dimensional latent space. Figure 1 shows the latent models of two actions, namely walking and jogging. Inherence of the GP allows us to optimize the latent space increasing its generalization and conformity with human body structure and kinematics. Since the latent space represents the fundamental poses and motions, communality among similar actions can be modeled; in Fig. 1, the trajectories of the two actions are almost parallel circles. While the communality is represented, subtle difference among them is also modeled; in Fig. 1, the distance between the two trajectories is larger than temporally-subsequent points in each trajectory.

GPDM with a $D$-dimensional observation space $Y$, which is inherently nonlinear, and its $d$-dimensional latent space $X$ is defined by two mappings; 1) from a point at $t$ to a point at $t + 1$ in the latent space, $f_D(x)$ where $x \in X$, and 2) from the latent space to the observation space, $f_O(x)$. The former mapping gives us the capability of prediction and is useful for human motion tracking.

The extension of GPDM (i.e. GPMGM[4]) was applied to motion prior in human pose tracking. Pose tracking was achieved by image-to-pose regression with particle filtering.

In the learning process, pose data (i.e. joint angles) at each frame is captured with its respective image features (shape contexts[10] in our experiments). for learning an image-to-pose regression function. The motion prior is obtained from the temporal pose data.

In the tracking process, the latent variable of a current pose is estimated by particle filtering with motion prior in the latent space. The current pose is then inferred by pose regression from the estimated latent variable.
3. Concluding Remarks

This paper discussed the usefulness of human body-parts tracking for acquiring subtle cues in behavior classification. In this paper, we show the possibility to apply the regression techniques of human pose space for the anomaly behavior detection. We are now trying to apply this technique for the MMDB dataset[5, 6] and try to construct the posture prior models of infants, then hope to extend for finding early alert of ASD patient.

We would also explore other approaches for body-parts tracking. For example, even in cluttered environments (i.e. not in organized experimental rooms), body-parts detection by deformable part models[11] work well. The authors have extended the models so that connectivity of parts is evaluated with image features for more robust detection[12]. Detected results of all frames in videos can be connected temporally by a globally-optimal manner[13]. This kind of global optimization might acquire better tracking results rather than online tracking such as the one shown in this paper, though global optimization cannot work in real time.
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